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N = 19 is the third 4k+3 prime polygon (after N = 7 an N = 11) so it is an important testing 
ground for theories about the dynamics of this family. Based on N = 11 we would expect to see 
very complex dynamics and no well-defined family structure past the first generation.  

The minimal polynomial for the vertices is degree φ(19)/2 = 9. In Gauss’ Disquisitiones 

Arithmeticae of 1798 he used N = 19 to show how modular arithmetic can be used to derive the 
equation for the vertices and he later contrasted this case with N = 17 where the ‘tower’ is a 
power of 2 rather than a power of 3, so construction by compass and straight edge is possible – 
but N = 19 would need trisections. 

Using the Mathematica notebook Nodd.nb with npoints = 19, the First Family is: 

 

Column[Table[scale[k], {k,1,HalfN}]] 
1.000000000000000000000000000 
0.4860771204154790361314118706 
0.30834965087028881291112984112 
0.21439520506973127302780178551 
0.15361510414558790070507181457 
0.109021929866023754026616477163 
0.073196181708316963519653905789 
0.04225734615183413578491998006 
0.01382728271093687693430261028 
 
scale[[9]] is GenScale[19] and says that for N = 19, every generation will need 2 approximately 
more decimal places.  
 
As N increases the First Families are being torn apart and this creates space for secondary 
families to form – especially around S[8]. At this time there is no theory that predicts what these 
secondary families will look like, but is likely that the local structure of S[8] will resemble N = 
38.  The First Family plot above is identical to the First Family for N = 38 except for the 
symmetric members on the right. DadRight (not shown above) will be the generating polygon 
for N = 38.   

 

 



Below is a portion of a depth 300 web which consumed more then 2.4 million points to reach 
the boundaries of the star region. 

web[.02, 12, 300,0];WebPlot={};For[i=1,i<=npoints,i++,WebPlot = Union[WebPlot,Jxy[[i]]]]; 
 
Generating these webs is easy, but the files get very large.We can help Mathematica out by 
cropping these 2.4 million points to the strip defined below, using the CropBox command: 
 
left = GenStar[[1]] -.2; right = 0; top = 1; bottom = -1; (*define the crop area*) 
Kc = CropBox[WebPlot]; Length[Kc]  183,932 
Show[Graphics[{AbsolutePointSize[1.0],Blue,Point[Kc],Magenta,poly/@FirstFamily} 
,Axes->True,PlotRange->{{left,right},{bottom,top}}]] 
 

 

The First Family is shown in magenta. It looks like S[8] is playing the role of a Dad. He appears 
to have 6 family members in his step regions - the last of which is DadLeft. S[8] is the only 
family member shared by Dad and Mom. DS[15] on his left is an N-gon and it appears to be in 
the step-5 region of S[8]. This would make sense because these regions should alternate N-gons 
and 2N-gons- just like Dad.   

Note that DS[15] has no matching family member in Mom's family because they are all 2N-
gons. The rest of Dad's family all match up in size with the corresponding members of Mom's 
family. So DS[15] is the largest ‘female’'. She follows next after Mom in size, so her radius is 
rDS[15] = scale[2] ≈ 0.4860771204154790361314118706. There is a canonical female for each 
of the 9 scales - running from Mom[0] to Mom[1]. We will explore N = 19 further in the context 
of N = 38 where we can use the magic of the Digital Filter map to scan a single edge. 
 
Below is an enlargement of the region around DS[15] (period 38) and S[8] (period 19). 

                



 
We can enhance this plot with 'probe' points. In Mathematica right clicking on a graphic brings 
up a dialog box which includes the option to Get Coordinates. This option is not very accurate 
but it is good enough for the first few generations. This plot spans three invariant regions, so we 
will need 3 probe points. These probe points are chosen randomly so they may lie inside tiles. 

For the left most region: q1= {-6.6521002346710011, -.440123001124140002};  
*random extra digits added to make Mathematics think we know this  point to higher accuracy*) 
For the middle region q2= {-4.78312000122333, -.4528100023110002};  
For the right hand region: q3=  {-3.2491002346710011, -.620123001124140002}; 
In each case use Datumcrop[q1,3,1000000, "temp"];  (*run 3 iterations of 1 million each and 
crop to the current region*)   They have sizes about 50,000, 100,000 and 50,000. 

                           

S[8] and DS[15] are living in two different worlds. In the red middle region S[8] thinks it is a 13-
gon (which is almost a divisor of 38). Note the different size buds in each side. DS[15] also has 
different size buds on each side and she is emulating an 8-gon in the red region. 

This means that the apparent chain of buds on the left of S[8] are not 'canonical'. The right side 
of S[8] has a more traditional bud structure. This applies to S[15] also. From previous experience  
with N = 11 we would not expect to see much family structure past the first generation. Below is 
an enlargement of the region under S[8], indicated by the arrow above. To get more detail we 
have added 3 more iterations of 1 million points each. 

                               

S[8] shows no signs of fostering a 'normal' family. There is no hint of a Mom on his edges. The 
central bud shown above at the vertex of S[8], is not a 'next generation' Dad. It is in his step-3 
region which would make it suitable for an N-gon, not a 2N-gon Dad. The step-2 locations where 
a new Dad might be expected , are taken over by 3 small clustered buds. 
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The Second Generation at Gen Star 

 

This is a web scan of N = 19 using N = 38. In the N = 38 world, the local dynamics at GenScale 
and star[1] are conjugate so plots like these can be generated at the foot of N = 38 (and then 
inverted). This allows the use of the Digital Filter map where only a very small portion of the 
web needs to be iterated. This is the only practical way to generate plots at this resolution.  
Random points can be chosen and iterated but this is very time consuming and the results may be 
inaccurate. Even more important is that these scans show the development of the web. Below is a 
level-1000 scan which shows the early stages in the formation of the step regions of Dad[1]. 
Remnants of these early webs can be seen by enlarging the plot above. Note the prominent edge 
connecting the top of Mom[1] with star[1] of Dad[1]. This is a clone of the edge of Dad 
connecting Mom with GenStar. The region at star[1] of Dad[1] will be expanded below.

 

The detailed plot is a compilation of 10 scans with depths ranging from 20,00 to 120,000. The 
colors represent different initial points used for the scans. The magenta points close to Dad[1] are 
generated by iterating points very close to star[1] (within 3-4 decimal places), and the blue 
region around Mom[1] is generated a little further out. These regions are ‘almost’ invariant but if 
the scan is deep enough it will visit both regions but it is not likely that any points are dense in 
both regions. 
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Below is an enlargement of the star[1] region of Dad[1] – which is conjugate to the GenStar 
region.  Both N = 11 and N = 19 have Mom[2]’s but no Dad[2]’s, so there seems little hope for 
future generations at GenStar or star[1]. In the canonical first generation, Mom[1] shares a vertex 
with DS[3] and this is true for all prime N-gons. The tile shown below may be a second-
generation DS[3], but the resolution here is not sufficient to resolve this issue. 

 

Very little is known about N = 19, but it does support the conjecture that all members of the 4k+ 
3 family have some remnants of a third generation in the form of a Mom[2]. It is not clear why 
they seem to lack a Dad[2], but the issue may be related to the parity of Half[N].  

When N = 4k+3, DS[HalfN] is an odd-step. This alters the geometry of the outer star region so 
that the ‘inner family’ of Dad (at the arrow) has a different mix of N-gons and 2N-gons. This 
critical DS[HalfN] defines the bounds of the invariant outer star region. For 4k+3 prime 
polygons this is a female N-gon while the 4k+ 1 family has a 2N-gon in this position.  
Note that Dad is S[HalfN] in all cases and the 4k+1 family has a DS[HalfN] which is also a 
‘Dad’. 

                         
 

 

 

 



The case  of N = 11 is shown on the left below. The Cyan points show that DS[5] shares some 
dynamics with Dad[1], and this occurs also with DS[9] and N = 19 on the right.  

          

In both cases DS[HalfN] is an N-gon with very different dynamics compared with the 2N-gon 
Dad[1]- yet DS[HalfN] exerts influence on the regio around Dad[1]. The N-gons surrounding 
DS[HalfN] tend to have non-canonical N-gons on their edges. For N = 7 we called them Portal 
Moms and for N = 11 it was also a Mom- called Mx (the cyan obit above).  These Mx’s 
originated on the edges of DS[5], so DS[3], DS[5] and DS[9] all seem to produce their 
own versions of Portal Moms for N = 7,11 and 19 and these are clearly not condusive to family 
formation at Dad[1]. 
For N = 19, DS[9] has very complex dynamics, but the magenta dots shown below may be the 
N = 19 version of Portal Moms. These tiles have neighbors which map to Dad[1]. 

 



Projections 

GraphicsGrid[{Table[Graphics[poly[Wc[[k]]]],{k,1,HalfN}]},Frame->All] 

 

Example 1: q1=cDS[1] = cMom[1] ≈{-11.7390160989362851,-0.972722606805444747} 

This point is period 304 so the projections will be period 152 

Ind = IND[q1,1000]; k = 153;  (*k is one more than half of the period to close the plot*) 

Px=Table[Graphics[{poly[Mom],Blue,Line[PIM[q1,k,j]]}],{j,1,HalfN}]; 
Px[[1]]=Graphics[{poly[Mom],AbsolutePointSize[3.0],Blue,Point[PIM[q1,k,1]]}]; 
(*plot the P1 projection with points instead of lines*) 

GraphicsGrid[{{Px[[1]],Px[[2]],Px[[3]],Px[[4]], Px[[5]]},{Px[[6]],Px[[7]], Px[[8]], Px[[9]], 
Px[[10]]}},Frame->All]   

 

Below is P7 - which is plotted by typing Px[[7]] 

 

Example 2: cDS[1] = cDad[1] ≈{-11.57214561272304908,-0.958895324094507870270} 
This point has period 285 so the projections will have this same period. 
 
 



k = 285 

 

 

Px[[5]] 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 



Example 3: The probe point from the red region above: q2= {-4.78312000122333, -
.4528100023110002}; (Which we will rename q1 for the plots.) 
Ind = IND[200000]; 

k = 250; 

 

k = 2000; 

 

k= 10000; 

 

 



k = 100000; 

 

Px[[7]] is shown below. When one projection shows symmetry the others must share this 
symmetry.This type of large-scale 'broken symmetry' is typical of many complex orbits. 
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N = 19 - second generation - level-1000 web 
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N = 19 - second generation
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Dad[1] of N = 19
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star[1] of Dad[1]


DS[3][2]  ?







